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Title word cross-reference

#1 [O’H06j].

! = [BNB+05], + [Ano03f]. $10 [Lim20c].
$109 [Nag04]. $125 [And04]. $14.95 [Bal03]. $15.00 [Imr03]. $165.00 [Ber09].
$174.00 [Pet04]. $23.95 [Kau03]. $25 [Kil04]. $25.00 [Goo07]. $29.99 [Hil08, Men04, Put08]. 3 [Fra20e, Sta05b].
$34.95 [Che03]. $34.99 [Gib07, Kar05].
$39.95 [Eng05, Sch04b, Sta06n, Ste03, Whi08].
$39.99 [Bal07a, Git06, Hor03, Kuc06, Mer04, Ram08, Spi07]. 42 [Wad05]. $42.99 [ZM09].
$44.95 [Joy04, Kha05, Mar04b, Wol06].
$44.99 [Bal09, Ber05, Edw05, Hin08, Lec07, Mor06, Sta07v, Wal07, ZM09]. $45.00 [Rao04b]. $49.95 [Jen05b, Mar05b, Sta06m].
$49.99 [Bal07b, Bel05b, Bel08, Cha05a, Fox08, Gum04b, Hid04, Jov06, Llo06, Mar05a, Nau08a, Pos04, Sta05k, Sta06l, Sta07u, Sta06k, Tho05, Tom05, Tom06].
$54.95 [Ber07, Zen04]. $54.99 [Hae06, Nau08b]. $55.00 [Ber03b, Sta05j].
$59.95 [Bha07b, Bha07a, Por04b]. $59.99 [Cor07, Jaf06, Jen05a, Koh06, Par07, Put07, Sta06a]. $64.95 [Ber03c, Paq06]. $69.95 [Ekt05].
$69.96 [Lla07], $74.99 [Mil08].
$75.00 [Cha05b, Wol08]. $79.00 [Gum04a].
$79.95 [Par06]. $89.00 [Men05]. $89.95 [Las06]. $99.00 [Hen08]. < [SM05b]. = [Ano03f, WHT+05]. > [SM05b]. n [Har03b].

-Spectre [BCJ+18].
2nd [Nau08b, Sta07u, Zen04].

3 [Bal07a, Bal09, Bha07b, Goo07, Gro04p, Hid04, Hor03, Imr03, Jov06, Kau03, Koh04, Kuc06, Las06, Lla07, Nag04, Paq06, Put07, Zen04]. 3-540-00896-9 [Gro04p]. 3-540-25995-3 [Paq06]. 3-540-28713-2 [Bha07b]. 3-540-32180-2 [Put07]. 3-540-40704-9 [Zen04].

3-540-43330-9 [Nag04]. 3-540-44492-0 [Lla07]. 3.5 [Mac08, Nau08b]. 3rd [Wol08].

4 [Ber07, Cha05a, Che03, Jen05b, Koh06, Llo06, Par06, Sta04a, Wol06]. 4th [Gum04b, Sch04b].

5 [Ber09, Ber03b, Cor07, Kar05, Men04, Mor06, Nau08a, Par07, Sta06a, Sta06k, Zen04]. 5.2 [MNN04].

6 [Edw05, Eng05, Pet04, Put08, Sch04b, Sta06n, Tho05]. 64-bit [Sta06f].

7 [And04, Bal07b, Bal03, Bel05b, Cha05b, Gum04b, Hac06, Mil08, Tom06]. 7th [Par07].

8 [Gro04o, Gum04a, Mar04b, Mar05a, Sta07v, ZM09].


Étre [KB09a].


Addison-Wesley [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Llo06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06k, Tom06].

Additive [Fra20e]. Address [Kam22b]. Addressing [LNV14]. Administration [HKM10, Lea11]. Administrators [Edw05, HN05]. Adopt [Sta05h]. Advances [GT03, Hen08, Nag04, SMM+04, Wol04c, Tel23]. Advice [NN09b, NN07c]. Affair [Gro04h]. Affine [KB08a]. Afterthought [SL04]. Again [Cra20, O’D09, NN04c]. Against [Mer04, SR03]. Age [Fer03, Fra18]. Agile [Ber03b, CG10, Col06, Hor03, JSS16, Mar03, Mor06, PP03b, Spi07, ZM09, ATM22, Kru07, M+09, Tat06, Var21]. Agility [Men04, BT03]. Agnew [AHC22]. ahead [Gor07]. Ahmed [Pet04]. AI [BC06, BFZ+22, BS04, GHM15, Lev23, Nar04, SC21]. AI-powered [BFZ+22]. Aikido [BNNC03]. Ailing [NN22c]. Ajax [Bal07b, Goo06, Ram08, JWC08, Nor09,
Algorithmic [Dia15]. Algorithms
[Ano04n, Kel20d, LHML21, NN18c, Pet18, Sha04a, SNW+23, Gro04o, VT03]. Alike
[KB11]. Allison [Gun04a]. All-Optical
[BP09]. All-Seeing [Tox14]. Allen [Sta05k].
Allocation [Kel22b]. Alloneword [KB07b]. Already
[CLNM03, GTNNM21]. Also
[NN13e, Kam21a]. Alternative
[Pri08, SD23]. alternatives [SD23]. Always
[Ano20a]. Always-on [Ano20a]. am
[Gro05e]. Amazon [Kil20]. Ambler [Jov06].
amidst [Bel06]. Amine [Pet04]. among
[Bel06]. Anomaly [Gro04o]. Analog MB04.
Analysis CT21, DB18, Jov20, Nad21, NG22, Tho21,
TDA21, WRS+09, ESTT22. Analytics
[KNR13, Hel20a]. Anatomy [Cor12].
Ancient [Imr03]. Anderson
[Gun04a, Mau05c]. Andre [Ram08].
Andreas [Ber07]. Andrei [Puz04]. Andrew
[Puz04, Rao04b]. Andy [Las06, Wol08].
Angela [Tom05]. Anirban [Lla07]. Anja
[Paq06]. announces [Ano03d]. Anomaly
[Sha19]. Anonymity DRW+14. ANSI
[Mar04a]. answer [Wad05]. Anti
[Mar05f, Sha06c, Sma06, Sta07a]. Anti-P2P
[Sta07a]. anti-patterns [Sma06].
Anti-Spam [Sha06c, Mau05f]. antipatterns
[Lap04a]. Anton [Mar04b]. Any
[Coa04a, Hel15b, See04, Kam22b].
Any_Body [Ano04m]. Anybody [Mat17d].
Anymore [Ric03, Lap06a]. Anyone
[Mac03a]. Anything [KB05a]. Apache
[Ano03d]. API
[Mil08, Hen07, Lim19a, SW14, Tu10]. APIs
[NN07d]. API [WHT+05]. appetite
[NN07d]. Apple [Bla14]. Application
[Bal09, CL11, CB23, Dw08, NH20, Ram08,
SN04, Sta07a]. Applications
[Ala17, And04, Bro15, GF08, Hac06, Kle14,
Sha19, vD15, Nag04, Ber06, Fin03, GT03,
JWC08, NN07f, SSS06, Sta05a]. Apply
[KB09b]. Approach
[Nad21, Sta07v, Hal07, NSFG23]. approaches [Tel23]. Apps
[Mei14c, Wol04g]. APress
[Git06, Mer04, Bal07a, Bal07b, Bal09, Cor07,
Gib07, Jaf06, Jen05a, Kuc06, Lec07, Mil08,
Nau08a, Nau08b, Put08, Sta06a, ZM09].
April [Par06, Lim17b]. Arbitrary [CP14].
Architect [Ano11, Mil08, Tu10, Bel07b].
Architecting [Hac06, Ber06].
Architectural [Mon10]. Architecture
[Bha07b, Cha05b, KB03, Mat16a, Put07,
GDD06, Gor06, Zhu04]. Architectures
[Bha07a, Gro04o, Par07, Sha04a, Sta05j,
Bin05, Con04, Mar08, MSJL06, VT03, VB07].
Archives [BG11]. aren't [Hel21b]. arms
[GC05]. arrays [MAB+20]. Arrival
[LVD22]. Art
[BNNC03, Dec04, GL11, Mat16b]. Artech
[Gum04a, Men05]. Arthorne [Kam20].
Arthur [Can09]. Ashish [Bha07a, Nag04].
ASICs [Mat21]. Asleson [Git06]. aspiring
[NN06h]. ASPs [Tak06]. assertions
[NN21c]. assistant [Kam21a]. Assisted
[MB04]. Associates [Joy04, Sta06n, Ste03].
Assurance [Hac06, Ber06, Fel05b]. Assured
[Lev20]. Astronomy [BG11]. Asymmetric
[FSSP09]. Asynchronous [Don03]. ATM
[Ano03f]. Attached [Mat19c]. Attack
[NN17f, Sch05, Sta06g]. attacker [SP21].
Attackers [SP21, Sta06b]. Attacks
[Ano04k, GAM18]. Auctions [Kel20d].
Audio [Han09b, BLA21]. Auerbach
[Par06]. Aurelius [Hin08]. Aussie [Ano03d].
Australia [Ano03g]. Authentication
[Jov20, Sch04a, YD16, All06b].
Authority [CP14]. Automated
[CDH14, Don05, NN15b]. Automating
[Mur04]. Automation [Lim15a].
Autonomous [He122a]. Autonomy
[Mat15b]. Autotools [NN11c]. Availability
Consistently [Hel18a]. consolidation [Vog08a]. Consortium [Sta06g].
Constrained [Sta06c]. Construction [RR18]. consumer [Cre07b]. Contactless [And04, Fin03]. Containers [Kro17, LSB17, Sin16]. Contest [Fra21a]. Context [Ekt05, Vid21, Lon04].
Conversation [All03c, All03d, All04, Ano10, Bro04a, Bro03, Bro10, Can09, Cre10a, DiB04, Dit03, Fel03, Fel04b, Han09a, Han09b, Har03a, Kil20, Kir04, Pat03, Rus04, San04, SOM21, Sta08i, Sta09b, Was03, Bon04, Coa08, Fel04a, Gra05, Ham05, Mau05c, Mau05d, Mau05e, Mck05, NN04a, O’H05f, O’H05g, O’H06o, O’H06p, O’H06q, O’H07c, O’H06r, O’H06s, O’H06t, O’H06v, Sta07j, Sta07i, Sta07k, Sta07n, Sta07l, Sta07o, Sta07n, Sta08f, Sta08g, Sta08h]. Conversational [Tel23, McT04]. Conversations [Mat17c, Lim20b]. Converse [Bel05].
Convery [Sta05]. Cooked [Ano03h, CPG +04]. Cooling [Woo10].
Coordination [Mag19]. Copilot [BFZ +22].
Coping [Bro04b]. CORBA [Hen06]. Core [Hub04, Wol04g]. Corp [FAHB18].
Corporate [Fer03, Kil04, Jen02]. correctly [UII21]. Cory [Sta07]. Cost [SD23, Sta05f, Dre08a, Su05]. Costs [Kam14a, Mag19]. could [BLA21, Hel21a, Lim23, WWG22].
Couldn’t [NN16a]. Count [FPWM09].
Crashproofing [Kel21a]. Create [Mat19b]. Creating [Var21]. Creation [LHML21]. creators [LHML21]. Crime [Ano04im, Sta05g, Ano03f]. Criminal [WG06, O’H06l]. Critical [Bl04, ESTT22, Pos04, WA19]. Cron [DG15]. Cross [Ano12a]. Crossing [SMM +04]. Crushing [Sta05c]. Cryptocurrencies [NMHB16]. cryptographic [RCF +21]. Cryptography [Imr03, Cre22, Sin99]. CS&IT [Lim17a]. CSO [NN19c]. CSR [Kam22a]. CTO [Bou08, Cre08, Cre09b, Cre10b, Cre10c, Cre10d, Cre11a, Cre11b, Kil20, VOT +09]. Cubes [An03h]. CUDA [NBGS08]. Cullen [Sta07]. Cult [Lev23]. Culture [Kro17, Mat19b, OO03]. Curation [LHML21]. Cure [Sta05d]. Curmudgeon [All03a, All03b, Bat04a, Bat05, Bel06, Bel07a, Bro04c, Coa04a, Coa04b, Coa05, Cre05, Cre06a, KB04a, KB04c, KB04c, KB04d, KB05a, KB05c, KB05b, KB06c, KB06a, KB06b, KB07a, KB06d, KB07b, KB07c, KB07f, KB07d, KB07e, KB07g, KB08a, KB08b, KB08d, KB08c, KB08e, KB09c, KB09a, KB09b, KB10, Lap05, Lap06a, Lap06b, Nie03, Nol06, Pat05, Ras05, Sta07p, Su05]. Curran [Sta06a].
cybercriminal [WG06]. Cybersecurity [SD23]. Cycles [NN05c]. Cyrus [Mar04b].

[Men05]. Dark [NMCK20, PRM09]. darned [Sto05]. Dart [MMB15]. Data [AF12, AHC22, Alo18, ABW15, BG11, Boy08, CP14, Coa03c, Cor17, DRW+14, Dat16, EMC19, FKB+03, Fra20d, GAM18, GBM15, Hel20b, HSN13, Hyd09, Jac09, Lim19b, Mat15c, NN22d, Pet09, Sch17b, SKC+04, Tom06, Woo10, AA22, BKMR21, Flo05, Hal05, Hel20a, JR05, Kel21b, KNR13, McC05, RCF+21, Suv05, SM05b]. Data-Center [AF12]. Data-parallel [Boy08]. Database [Ano20a, BFAP16, GAM18, Jov06, Par06, AS06a, Kel21a, Wel05]. Databases [Jov06, Ost05, Ric14, AS06a, Sel05]. Datacenter [Col19b]. Datapath [Vac14]. David [Fox08, Ram08, Sta06a, Han09a, Han09b, Mau05c, O'H06p, O'H07c]. Davidson [Ste03]. Day [Ano03h, Coa03b, Fra20a]. Dead [BP09, NN20e]. deadline [Vac21]. deadly [Tox07]. Death [Bel04a, Gro04k]. Deathmatch [Sta04a]. Debates [RB17]. Debt [All12]. Debuggers [NN21c]. Debuggery [NN11c]. Debugging [AGB17, Ber07, BWB+16, CC20, Don03, NN08a, O'D17, Pac11, Phi10b, Sch09, WT03, Gat04, NA22, Zel06]. Decade [RBSSH14, Wat13]. decades [Fra21b]. decades-old [Fra21b]. Decentralized [Kel20a, BKMR21]. Decentralizing [BL07]. Deception [SP21]. Decision [Dia15, Var21]. Decision-making [Dia15]. Declarative [MR21]. deconstructed [CB06]. Deduplicating [Ros11]. Deep [NMHB16]. Default [GDWC20]. Defects [HPE03]. Defense [Cre10b]. deficiencies [Joy20]. Defined [Sta06i]. defining [Lev23]. Definitive [Fox08, Chi08]. Delacorte [Imr03]. Delegation [Mat16b]. deleted [Vac21]. Deliberate [Bur03]. Deliman [KTS+04, NN04a]. Deliver [Lap03, SMM+04]. Delivered [Ano04j]. delivering [Ger05]. Delivers [Sta05c]. Delivery [Hum17, Sve13]. delusion [KB07f]. Demise [LN04]. Demo [Lim19b]. Demonstration [Get12]. Demystifying [Ano20b, BM22]. Depend [LCW18, MR21]. Dependencies [Cox19, ERR18]. dependency [NN21a]. depends [Nad21]. Deploying [BS16, Tom05]. Depth [Mat17b]. Derivation [Mub18]. Descends [Sta05g]. Describing [FT05]. desert [Coa05]. Desfontaines [GDWC20]. Design [Ber03c, Cha05b, CG10, Hac06, Kil04, Mat18a, Mii08, Par06, SSN14, Wie03, Jov06, AS06a, Ber06, Fra21b, Hen07, Ish04, Jen02, RCN03, TDA21, Tul08, Wel05, Zhu04]. Designers [Ras03b]. Designing [BB03, CP18, Ekt05, Lon04, Tel23, TDA21, TCR03, WWG22, Zel07, Kil20, Wa07]. Desktop [Dec04, Sta04a]. Desktops [FAH18]. Despite [Mat21]. details [NN21c]. Detecting [Sta06d]. Detection [Col19e, Hen08, Sta06l, Bej06, LWD07]. Deterministic [Hel22b, WWG22]. Devalue [Lim15b]. Devedzic [Put07]. Developer [Ano03d, BNNC03, FSM+21, Nad21, NN09c, NSFG23]. developer-centric [NSFG23]. Developers [Cha05a, Lap04b, Can05]. Development [Bal09, Ber03b, Blo04, CL11, Coa03a, DVF10, Dwy08, EGBA03, Fox08, Gro04f, Hii08, Hort03, Lec07, LNV14, Mat15a, Men05, NN16e, OO03, PP04, PP03b, Put07, Spi07, Tur03, Var21, ATM22, Bel06, GDD06, HJ08, Mar03, Tat06, VW07]. DevEx [NSFG23]. Devices [Cre11a, Cre11b, FKB+03, NN08a, Ros11, VBH03, W03c]. devising [Kol04]. DevOps [FK17, Lim18c, Lim20c, Sch17a, WFW+19]. DHTML [BM13]. diagnosis [Be105a]. diagnostics [CLK+21]. Dialogue [Por04b, MC04]. DiBona [All03c]. Dickory [NN15b]. Didn't [Mat16d]. Diederik [Pet04]. different [FT05, Hel20b]. Differential [GDWC20]. Difficult [NN13e].
Digging [GAI+21]. Digital

E-Commerce [Mei14c]. E-mail [Ali06b]. EA [CDH14]. Each [Goo07, PZ06]. Eagle [Sta05k]. earlier [Tel23]. Early [BFZ+22, KB04d, NN09a]. Easier [KNR13]. Easter [BTM22]. Easy [BP16, Sta05i]. Eating [Hil08, HJ08]. Ebersbach [Poo06]. Eclipse [Kar05, Joy04, Rub06, AL04, Hol04, Wol03a]. Economics [Ali03a, Gra08b, RWO6]. ecosystems [CFL23]. Ed [Ekt05, Ber09, Gum04b, Hil08, Nau08b, Sch04b, Zun04, Cre10a]. Edge [Cre10c, Cre10d, Fre03, Mor18, Sta05f, FOF22]. edited [Gum04a, Pet04, Raa04b]. Edition [Gib07]. GWE+05. Cor07, Miu08, Par07, Sta07i, Wal07, Wal08, ZM09]. editors [Bro05, Fel05a, Har05a, Mau08a, O’H05c, O’H05d, O’H06h, O’H06g, O’H06l, O’H06m, O’H06i, O’H06j, O’H06k, AM03, AM04, Bou03, BBNC03, Coa03c, Gro03a, Gro04i, Gro04e, Gro04f, Gro04j, Gro04k, Gro04g, Gro04h, Gro04i, Gro05c, Gro05f, Keo03, Lyo04, Mac03a, Mau07, Man08b, NN03b].
Experience [Jen05a, Rob04, Lho06, Cor07]. Exploit [SP21]. Exploitation [Gar07a]. Exploiting [HM04, Mar05a]. exploits [Jov20]. Exploration [Gra19, SSN14]. Explorer [Eng05, Pas04]. Exploring [NN03a].}

Exposed [Gum04b, Sta07u, Sta06m, Jam05, MSK03, SSS06]. Exposing [KS08].

Extended [GWE+05]. Extending [RCF+21]. Extensibility [Wat13].

Extendible [GWE+05, Wil04, Bir05]. Extensible [GWE+05, Wil04, Bir05]. Extending [RCF+21].

Exstrike [BM22, Fel05a, MFK05, O’H07e, TCR03]. JWC08, Ric06, Str05, Bha07a, Ram08].

Enterprise-grade [Zen05]. Enterprise [Gro04h]. entire [Kam21b]. Entry [Har15].

Environment [Koh06, MB05]. environmental [Lap04a]. Environments [Pac11, Hel21c, Hel22b, SP21]. epidemic [Cym06]. equal [KB08b]. Era [Fabio Sta06a].

Fabrication [DMBB17, KB08d]. Facebook [HOSC16].

F [Por04b]. Fabio [Sta06a].

Energy-Efficient [BR10]. enforced [RCF+21]. Engine [Pat04, Sta06h].

Engineer [Mat16d]. Engineering [Cha05b, JS16, Kil19, LNV14, SP21, Tho21, Zhu04]. Engineers [Har16].

Enhanced [Phil03]. Enlightenment [Fer03]. Enough [LV03]. ensure [Hel22a].

Enterprise [Ano14a, BS16, Cre11a, Cre11b, Hac06, Jac05, Jen05b, Kop05, MSJL06, MK14, MW08, MM04, Sha19, Zen05, Ber06, Bra05, BM22, Fel05a, MFK05, O’H07e, TCR03]. JWC08, Ric06, Str05, Bha07a, Ram08].


Kam21b. experience [CT21].

faces [FT05]. Facing [KB10, NN06a].
Factor [Jov20]. Fail [Ber07, WHH17, Hel21c, Man15, NN14e, CB23, Zel06].
Fail-fast [Hel21c], Failing [Hel21c]. Failure [AT17, Mur04]. Fallacies [Koh04, Gof04].
Far [Mat17e]. Farm [Sta07a]. Farmer [Ano04n].
Fast-forward [ENS, Ras03b]. Fast [MQ09, Hel21c, Var21]. Fast-forward [MQ09].
Father [Ano13, Mat13, Sch16, Car07]. Fernandez [Be08]. Ferracchiati [Sta06a].
Fett [Ano04i]. Fever [Bel04a, Boo04, NN20c, SMM*04, G0W08, Bel05a].
Fewer [NN12c]. FHE [Cre22]. FHIR [AHC22]. FI [Ano03f, Ano04i]. fiction [Gro04g].
Fictional [Asc04]. Field [Ano04]. Lap05, NN13f, MAB+20. field-programmable [MAB+20].
Figgins [Sch04b]. Fighting [PO05, Smi09]. Fights [Leh03]. File [Ano04m, KB05b, Kle03, McK12].
files [O’H06y, O’H06w, O’H06x]. filtering [Hel20a]. Finance [Bro15]. Find [Wea03].
Finding [Bla14, Bou03, GL11, NNB15, Woo04].
Finish [Mat18d]. Finkenzeller [And04].
Fire [KPS23]. Firmware [Fra19a]. First [Ano04i, Lap04b, Sta07a]. First-Life [Sta07a].
Fit [CG10]. Fitscapes [Koh04, Go04]. Five [Gro08a, Lim20b, Lim22]. Five-minute [Gro08a].
Fix [Kro17, Ree19]. Fix-it [Ree19]. Flaky [Al03b]. Flame [Gre16].
Flash [Can08, Gra08a, GF08, Lev08]. Flaws [KB09c]. Fleck [Che03]. Flight [BFZ*22, Hyd09]. floor [Rog05]. flow [De 06]. flows [AhCD22]. Focus [Coa06, De 06].
Fool [NN13f, Puz04, VGM04]. Fools [Lim17b].
Foot [Wea03]. forbidden [ARB07]. Forced [NN17b]. Ford [All03d]. Forensics [Lau04, Gum04a, MAC+03b]. Forget [GBG+04]. Forked [NN14a]. formally [KB06c]. Formats [DFZ+09]. forms [Fra20c]. Formula [Mat18c]. Fortran [GWE+05, See04]. Forward [O’H07b, Fra21b, Man07, MQ09]. found [Cra20]. Foundation [Nau08b, Mac08]. Foundations [AS06c, Git06]. Four [Lim17a, NN22c, BY22]. Fox [Sta07a].
FPGAs [Alo18, Mat21, MAB+20]. Framework [Mii08, Tel23, Tul08, Wol03c].
Frameworks [NH20, SGN04]. Franca [WHT+05]. Franca [KB04c]. Francis [Kha05]. Frangelis [Bat04a]. freaking [NN07i]. Free [Ano03f, CPG+04, DM15, Dur10, JS18, Kam14a, Mic04, CPG+04, Kop05].
Fundamentals [And04, Fin03]. Furber [Bro10]. Future [Hay04, Mar08, MAB+20, NMCK20, Rit03, Sta05i, Sup04]. AhCD22, Can06a, GK22, MR21, Nadi21, OH05k. Fuzzler [Guo17]. Fuzzing [NA22]. Fuzzy [Ses04].
G [O’H06q, Rao04b]. gain [SD23]. Gains [Sta06d]. Game [Blo04, Hel21b, SKC+04, Kol04, Rag06].
Games [BS04, Coa04b, Gro04f, Nar04, PP04, Wal08, WKG08, CBB07]. Gaming [Por04a, Sta06e]. GAN [Col19b]. Gap [Goo07, PZ06]. Garbage
DEE+16, DLP19, Bac07].

Gee [Goo07, Cre06b, Cre06c, Cre07a, PZ06]. General [Chi14b]. General-purpose [Chi14b]. generating [SSN14]. Generation [SP21]. Generators [HD22].

Geniuses [AT17]. George [Gum04a, Gum04b, Kha05]. Geronimo [Ano03d]. Get [ATM22, Ano03f, Hel21b, Mat18c, NN08c, Sta05e, Sta06g, Wol04c, NN22b, Sta05a]. Gets [Sta06d, Sta06g, BC06, NN05b, Rou07].

Gettin [NN06b, NN07g]. Getting [Bor03, NN21c]. GFS [MQ09]. Ghosh [Nag04]. GHz [Sta04a].

Ghosh [Nag04]. Giants [Hel16d]. gibberish [KB05c]. Gigascale [Bor03].

Gilani [Sta06a]. GitHub [CT21, NN22e]. GitOps [Lim18a]. Glaser [Paq06]. Global [Cre10c, Fra20c, VCR15].

GLN [NN16d]. GNU [Wol03b]. Go [Vix15a, Vix15b, NN20d]. Goes [Ano04i, Sta04a, Sta05b]. Goff [Koh04].

Going [Mat17c, Mau07, MGL22, Sta04a, De06, Mau08b]. goldfish [MGL22]. Good [AE04, Coa04b, NN19c, Ele07, Nad21, NN22d, NN23a, Sim04]. Google [CC20, FAHBI8, RB09, Sta06j, VCR15, WWG22].

Googlebombs [Sta07q]. Googling [Sta06j].

Gorton [Bha07b]. Gosling [All04].

Government [Ano03d, Sta06d, Wea03]. GPUs [FH08]. grade [Zen05]. Graham [Tom05].

Grail [Cre22]. Graph [Gre16, Ke02b, Ove17]. Graphics [PS09, Port04a, SMM+04, Wol04c, Mar08].

Graphs [NGJ+19]. Gravivelenko [Puz04].

Gray [Har05b, Sta05k, All08, Ano11, Pat03]. Great [Hum17, Mat18a, Mat18d, Mat19b].

Greenfield [Hil08, HJ08]. Greg [Mar05a].

Grid [Par06, Wel05, Cha07, Str05, Wol04d, Lla07]. Gridding [Sta05d]. Ground [Bel07b].

Groupon [Ano14b]. Grown [CGP+04].

Guevara [GDWC20]. Guide [Ber07, Edw05, Ekt05, Eng05, Fox08, Lap05, Llo06, Lod04, Men04, NN20d, Par07, Wal18, BT03, Chi08, Dwi06, HN05, Lon04, Pas04, VB07, Zel06]. Guided [AF12]. Guidelines [Chi11, NN20c, TDA21]. Gurovich [Kha05].

Guru [EKG+05, Gro04j, Ano11]. GWT [Bal09, Dwy08].

habit [Poo06]. Hack [Mir19]. Hacker [Ano04n, MK14, Sta05k, Har05b]. Hackers [Sta06e]. Hacking [Gum04b, MSK03, SSS06, Sta05k, Puz04, Har05b, VGM04, Sta07u].
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Rate [Vix14]. Rate-limiting [Vix14].
Rationalizing [Cre06c]. Raw [NN15e]. Ray [O’H05g]. razor [KB08c]. RC1 [Ano03d].
React [HOSC16]. Reactive [Ber03c, SBB+17, Wie03]. Reactivity [Med16]. Read [Hel19c]. Readability [EGBA03]. Reader [O’H06y, O’H06w, O’H06x, WHT+05].
Readers [Gro04c]. Reading [NFG04, Spi03]. Reads [Sea16]. Ready [Cha05b, Zhu04, Har03a]. Real [Boo04, CB08, HD22, NN08c, Sta05f, Sta05g, Sta06a, Sta07v, Ul21, Wol08, BW07, Ha07, KB07a, Sta05a]. Real-time [Wol08, BW07].
Reactor [CB08, Sta07v, Ul21, Ha07]. Reality [KB08d, O’H06k, CB07, Kit05]. Really [Ano03h, CPG04, SKC+04, O’H05e, O’H06]. Realtime [Bac07, BLA21, NN08c, Lap06a].
Rearranging [NN22d]. reason [NN22d]. reboot [KA22]. rebooting [NN13e].
Reception [Sta05e]. Recipes [Kha05, FG05]. Recognition [Mat15b].
Recommendation [Bha07a]. recommendations [MSJL06].
Reconfigurable [TS03]. Reconfiguration [Gro04o, VT03]. Reconsidered [Sta07s].
Reconstruction [GAM18]. Recording [DKM+12]. Records [EMC19]. recovery [Bel05a]. reduced [WWG22]. Reducing [AHCC2, NN17f]. Reduction [Sta05b].
Redux [KTS+04, MSNL04, NN08h].
Refactored [Mer04, SR03]. Refactoring [AS06a, Jov06]. Reference [Hid04, Koh04, Mar04a]. Reflection [Sta06a, Tit05]. Reincarnation [Ros04].
Reinventing [WWG22]. Reject [Sta05e].
Relational [Nan08a, Rus08, Sel05]. Release [Ana14a, Poo06]. Relevant [Wol03b].
Reliability [Sha19]. Reliable [BK14, DG15, Hac06, Ber06]. reloaded [NN05f]. Remote [Lam18, Lim20b, O003].
Remoting [Sta06a, Tit05]. Removing
[NN20e]. RenderMan [Whi08, Ste07b]. replace [WWG22]. replacement [NN22f]. Replacements [Ano03d]. report [CT21, Kam22a]. reporting [Mur04]. Repository [CFL23]. Repurposing [Cre07b]. reputation [PO05]. require [Kam21b]. Required [NFG04]. requirements [BG06]. Rescue [Cur04]. Research [AGB17, BSP16, BFAP16, DMBB17, KA22, NMHB16, YRZB16, ZAB16, CBM+08]. Researchers [Lim23, CFL23]. Resistance [MH21]. Resolving [Mat16e, NN21a]. Resource [NN13a]. Respect [NN20d]. Respond [May03]. Response [Gra19, Tom05]. Responsibility [NN14b]. Responsive [MK14]. rest [MR21]. Restrictions [KB09b]. return [NN04d]. Returning [PSBG11]. reveal [AhCD22]. Revealing [WA19]. Reverse [Ano03f]. Review [And04, BAL07a, BAL07b, BAL07c, BEL05b, BEL08, BER09, BER03b, BER03c, BER05, BER07, BHA07b, BHA07a, CHA05a, CHA05b, CHE03, COR07, CGB+18, EDW05, EKT05, ENG05, FOX08, GIB07, GIT06, Goo06, GRO04, GRO04b, GUM04a, GUM04b, HAC06, HEN08, HID04, HI00, HIN08, HOR03, IMM03, JAF06, JEN05a, JEN05b, J00, J04, KAN22a, KAR05, KAU03, KHA05, KI04, KOH04, KOH06, KUC06, LAS06, LEC07, LLA07, LIO06, MAR04b, MAR05a, MAR05b, MEN04, MEN05, MER04, MIL08, MOR06, NAG04, NAO08a, NAO08b, PAQ06, PAR06, PAR07, PET04, POR04b, POS04, PUT07, PUT08, PUZ04, RAM04b, SCH04b, SPI07, STA06a, STA05k, STA05j, STA06l, STA06m, STA06k, STA06n, STA07v, STE03, TH05, TOM05, TOM06, WAI07, WHI08, WOLO6, WOLO8, ZEN04, BAL09]. Reviews [ZM09]. Revisited [AM04, EKG+05, MEL14b, MOR04]. Reviving [STA05]. Revolution [BUR03, LIN23, POR04a, STA06c, STA07r, CRE06a, SL05]. rewind [FRA20d]. Rex [POS04]. RFID [AND04, EKG+05, FIN03, GRO04g, S04, STA06h, WRS+09, WAN04]. RFIDs [ANO03f]. Rich [BAL07b, JF06]. Richard [MEN04, PAQ06, STA06l]. Ride [MNU05f]. rider [NN22c]. Riding [ANO14b]. Riely [TOM06]. Right [ASC04, BOU03, MAT18e, NN15, NN22a, SMM+04, COB22]. Rights [NN13b]. Rise [CRE22, HEN06]. Risk [DL09]. Risks [STA06h]. Road [FRZ13, POR04a, MAS06]. Roadmap [CHR09]. Robert [BER03b, EDW05, KUC06, TH05, NN12b]. Robinson [JEN05a]. Roboexotica [STA07r]. Robot [MNU05f]. Robotics [STA07r]. Robots [STA05d]. Robust [RV10]. Rock [ANO03h]. rockets [FRA20e]. Rockford [COR07]. Rod [GUM04a]. Roger [MNU05e]. Role [MAT18e, WA19, AS06b]. Roles [ANO03f]. Roman [EKT05]. Romance [KB08a]. Room [BAR03, NN22b]. Rooney [GIB07]. root [RAN04, VAC21, KTS+04]. Rosenberg [MER04]. Ross [O’H06i]. Ross-Talbot [O’H06u]. Rossing [Bro03]. Rototilling [NN11a]. Roundtable [BON04, CRE10b, CRE10c, CRE10d, CRE10e, CRE11a, CRE11b, CRE08, CRE09b, VOT+09]. Routing [GOL14]. RPCs [COL19b]. Ruby [HIN08, HP08]. Rule [GRA08a]. Rules [GRA08a, KB09b, O’H06i]. Run [ANO03h]. runbook [NN22e]. Ryan [GIT06, WOL06]. Sadalage [J00]. Saddle [NN06h]. Safe [ANO12b, ROS10, AA22, GTNMM21]. Safety [KAM22a]. SageDB [COL19d]. said [KB06a]. Sailor [CAR08]. sake [NN23b]. Sahm [HID04]. Salt [NN16a]. Sam [BAL07a, RUS04]. Sam-Bodden [BAL07a]. Samba [ANO03d, WOL04a]. Same [LIM22, HEL21b]. SAN [LLO06, DWI06]. sandbox [WHI05]. Sanity [NN20b]. Save [ANO03h]. Say [ANO03f, STA05f]. Scalability [BUC14, C10, GPT15, MAC04]. Scalable [KIL08a, NBGS08, RYS11, NG22]. Scale [MEI14c, CP18, ER11, JSS16, MAU15, HEL20a, KIL20, NGJ+19]. Scaling [KLE14, KUZ19].
Sta08i, Was03i.  Steven [Mau05d].  Stewart [Put08, Sta06m].  Still [NBN15, Put08, Wol03b, HD22, Wol04b, Kam21a].  Stinkin [Sta05g].  Stole [Lim20c].  Stonebraker [Sta07o].  Stop [Pat05].  Stopping [Kam21b].  Storage [Coa03d, Har03b, Pet18, Rie03, Lim20c, Cre08, Dwi06, GSI07, Bou08].  Store [Kel21a].  Storm [TF04].  Story [Ano14a, BM13, Har03b].  straight [NN07g].  strain [NN06a].  Strategies [Ram08, JWC08].  Stream [DKK+04].  Streams [Ger05].  Strong [Ano04n].  Structured [GBM15, Flo05, McC05, SM05b].  Struts [FG05, Kha05].  Stuart [Gum04b].  Stuck [Hel21b].  Studio [Par07, VB07].  Study [Asc04, MQ09].  Stuff [MM04].  stupid [Sim04].  Style [Ano04m, Sta05b].  Submarines [Ros03].  Subsetting [WWG22].  substitute [NN23a].  Subversion [Gib07, BR06].  Success [Bel16c, Cam13a].  Such [Chi14b, Mic04, He12a].  Succ [KKC+04].  Sugar [Ano03b].  Suite [Kuc06, Vir05].  Suites [Ano04l].  Summit [Ano12a].  Sumo [BNNC03].  Sun [Coa03a].  Sungjoo [Pet04].  Supercomputing [F03].  Superlinear [GPT15].  Superstitions [Ras03a].  Supply [KMNNM22].  Supply-chain [KMNNM22].  Support [Sta04b].  Surface [NN17f].  Surprises [OO03, He12a].  Surveillance [DL09, Kam21b].  survey [SC21].  Survive [BG11, Goo07, PZ06].  Surviving [Cox19].  Sustainable [Tat06, Spi07].  SWAN [TDA21].  swans [KB07c].  swapping [Jov20].  Swim [Bel03].  Switching [Sta06n, Wal05].  sword [KB08c].  Sybex [Koh06].  Syed [Sta06a].  Symantec [Sta06i].  Synchronization [Bae14, Mor16].  Syngress [Sta06m, Tom05].  Syntactic [Bat05].  Synthesis [Gil14].  Sysadmins [Lim10, Lim15b].  System [Edw05, GLF+15, Gre10, Gro03b, HKM10, Kle03, Lea11, Mad15, McC15, McK12, NN08f, Par07, Wol04g, Hen05, Kam21b].  Systematic [Ber07, Zel06].  Systems [AGB17, BFAP16, BWB+16, CC20, Coa06, Col19c, Col19e, CG18, FSSP09, God03, KW04, KM09, KW17, Men05, MR21, NN03b, Pet18, Rie03, SC21, SBB+17, TS03, Tho05, BKMR21, Bro04b, De06, He21c, HD22, Ish04, KA23, Luc05, PO05, Sha04b, Sim04, Wie03, Gro04p, Ber03c].  Tabs [NN20b].  Tackling [Mon10].  Tactics [Kil04, Jen02].  Take [KMNNM22, NN07i].  Takes [XMG21, Fra20e].  Taking [BFZ+22, Gol14, Sta06c].  Talbot [O’H06u].  tare [NN12d].  Tales [EGBA03].  Talese [Kan03].  Talese/Doubleday [Kan03].  Talk [Ano11].  Tammy [Ano04k].  Tangled [Ker14].  Tanya [Ra04b].  Targets [Sta07s, Wol03c].  Tate [Spi07].  TCP [Cur04, PB14].  teacup [Joh06].  Team [Lim22, Mat19b, Bee06, Ano03d].  Teams [Lim22, OO03, SJK20, SP21].  Teapot [BM13].  Tear [JS18].  Tech [Ano03d, Ano03e, BY22].  Technical [All12, Hid04, Koh04].  technique [NA22].  Techniques [Bae14, Lim20b, Sta05c].  Technologies [Cha05b, Zhu04].  Technology [DMBB17, Goo07, Mat17c, Por04b, BM22, Cre06b, Fra20a, McT04, PZ06, Var21].  Ted [Sta06a].  Telemangers [NFG04].  Ten [Lim19c, Lim22].  terabyte [Cre06c].  Teresa [Bro04a].  Terror [NN17c].  Terry [GDWC20, Mau05e].  Test [NN18f, Don05, Sto05].  Testing [AT17, BLK15, BN+15, CDH14, Mad15, Pos04, vD15, Bla04, Fel05b, Ing07].  test [McC05].  Theo [Sta04b].  Theft [Cre10c, Cre10f].  Their [BY22, Bos06, Vac20].  Themselves [Lim15b].  Theo [Ano20a].  Theory [Bae14, Mor16].
\[Boe03, Nag04, GT03, KGM21\]. There \[Ano03g, Ano20a, Chi14b, FSM+21, JSN17, KB08e, Mic04, NN21e, NN23a, She15, Sta04b, Sta06i, Wol04b, NN23b\]. Thermonuclear \[Fra20c\]. Thriend \[Chi14b, Mic04, Hel21a, NN07e\]. thingamabobs \[Fra20e\]. Things \[Lim19c, Mat16d, Mat18c, Vas17, KB08b, JSN17\]. Think \[Blo04, BNB+05, VM04, FSM+21, Lev23\]. Thinking \[Leh03, Mi110, O’H07b\]. Thinner \[Ano13\]. Thomas \[Eng05, Koh06\]. Thou \[Ano03e, Dec04, LCW18\]. Thread \[MNN04\]. Threading \[Sta06a, Tit05\]. Threads \[Gus05\]. Threat \[WRS+09, LWD07, Hen08\]. Threats \[Cre10c\]. Three \[ATM22, Ano04l, KB09a\]. Three-part \[ATM22\]. Throttling \[Ano04k\]. Thumbs \[Sta06i\]. Tickets \[NN19e\]. Ties \[Wol04g\]. Tim \[Bel05b, Gra05, McK05\]. Time \[Ano20a, Bel03, Bel04b, Col19e, DEE+16, Fra21b, Hel19b, Kam11b, Lim20c, NN15f, NN19d, Sch16, SMM+04, Ste15, AhCD22, BW07, Kam11c, Kam21a, NN22b, NN23b, Wol08\]. Time-series \[Ano20a\]. Times \[Kam11a, SMM+04, Var21, Wol04c\]. Timing \[RV10\]. Tingley \[SNW+23\]. Tippett \[Mau05d\]. Titus \[LSB17\]. TiVo \[Bar06\]. TiVo-lution \[Bar06\], TLS \[HD22\]. Today \[BNNC03, Lev08\]. Together \[Ern03\]. Tom \[Hor03, Bel07b, Kil20, Lim19c\]. Too \[CSL+06, HWH17, Kam21b, NN14e, Sto05, WHT+05, Arn05\]. tool \[TDA21\]. Toolkit \[PP03b, SMM+04, Vin03, Wol03a, Wol03b, Wol03c, Wol04d, Wol04c, Wol04e, Wol04f, Wol04g, Wol04a, Hor03\]. Tools \[DM15, EGBA03, GS23, Kuc06, Nad21, Sec03, TDA21, Wol03b, Wol04d, Wol04e, BFZ+22, Coa05, Vir05\]. Top \[Lim19c, Mat17f\]. Torch \[Sta06c\]. Touch \[NN23a\]. Tough \[MM04, Smi09\]. Tour \[AF12, HBO10a, HBO10b\]. toy \[CBM+08\]. Traces \[Phil06\]. Tracing \[AGB17, ESTT22\]. Tracking \[ERR18\].
Unsafe [Kam22b, Har05a]. unscripted [NN05i]. Unstructured [O’H05c, McC05]. Untangling [Ric06, until [Ano12b]. update [Bro05], updates [Bro05]. Updating [GS23]. upgrade [Bro05]. Upload [Dat16], upon [Sta05g]. Uploading [GS23]. upgrade [Kel21a]. Virtually [Gro04l]. Virtue [NN08g]. Visual [Par07], VB07. Visualization [HBO10a, HBO10b]. Virtual [FAHB18]. Virtualization [Cre09b, Cre10c, Kot10, Sta07s, CB07, Dre08a, Rou07]. Virtually [Gro04l]. Vigilantism [Sta06c, Mau05f]. Vigorous [RB17]. Vijay [Nau08a]. Virus [Kuc06]. virts [Kil08b]. Virtual [FAHB18], PSBG11, Ros04, Sta05g, Sup04, Wal08]. Virtualization [Cre09b, Cre10c, Kot10, Sta07s, CB07, Dre08a, Rix08, Rou07]. Virtually [Gro04l]. Virtue [NN08g]. Visual [Par07], VB07. Visualization [HBO10a, HBO10b]. Virtualizing [Gre10]. Vladan [Put07], Vladimirov [Puz04]. Vogels [Kil20, O’H06v]. VoIP [Sta06n, AE04, Ano03f, SF04, SL04, Wal05]. volatile [NSWW15]. Vote [GBG04, KB04d]. Voting [Ras04b, Sim04]. Voyage [Kru07]. VPN [Cra20]. vs [CL11, For07, Hel20b, Leh03, NN05], NN18e, NN20b, O’H06k, See03, Woo04]. Vulnerable [Sta05e].

V [Puz04]. v2 [NG22]. Vaidyanathan [Gro04o]. Value [Kel21a, NG22, NN23b]. VanDyk [Lec07]. vanishing [LHML21]. Vasa} [NN09d]. Vaught [Par07]. VB [Cor07, Lho06]. Vehicles [GTNNM21]. Vel [Gum04a]. Vellum [Lon15]. Velocity [Kil19]. Vendors [Lim10]. Venture [DLP19]. Verification [KW17, McC15, Mub18]. Verkest [Pet04]. Verlag [Bha07b, Bha07a, Ekt05, Gro04p, Hen08, Nag04, Por04b, Whi08, Zen04]. Version [NNB15]. Versions [Mat15a, NN21a]. Versus [Hel19c]. via [FKB+03]. Vicious [NN05], NN07a, NN09c, NN09a, NN09b, NN10e, NN10b, NN10c, NN10d, NN10a, NN13b, NN13c, NN13d, NN13f, NN13a, NN13e, NN14a, NN14c, NN14b, NN15b, NN15c, NN15d, NN15e, NN05b, NN06a, NN06b, NN06i, NN07d, NN07c, NN07g, NN07h, NN07k, NN07e, NN07i, NN08h, NN08c, NN08d, NN08e, NN08f, NN08g, NN09d, KTS+04, NN04b, NN04d, NN04c, NN05a, NN05g, NN05c, NN05e, NN05d, NN05f, NN05h, NN05j, NN05i, NN06b, NN06c, NN06d, NN06e, NN06f, NN06g]. Victorian [Kel21b]. Video [Sta06j, BLA21, Ger05]. Videos [Get12]. Viégas [Ano10]. Viewing [AM03]. Views [Mat17f]. Vigilantism [Sta06c, Mau05f]. Vigorous [RB17]. Vijay [Nau08a]. Virus [Kuc06]. virts [Kil08b]. Virtual [FAHB18], PSBG11, Ros04, Sta05g, Sup04, Wal08]. Virtualization [Cre09b, Cre10c, Kot10, Sta07s, CB07, Dre08a, Rix08, Rou07]. Virtually [Gro04l]. Virtue [NN08g]. Visual [Par07], VB07. Visualization [HBO10a, HBO10b]. Virtualizing [Gre10]. Vladan [Put07], Vladimirov [Puz04]. Vogels [Kil20, O’H06v]. VoIP [Sta06n, AE04, Ano03f, SF04, SL04, Wal05]. volatile [NSWW15]. Vote [GBG04, KB04d]. Voting [Ras04b, Sim04]. Voyage [Kru07]. VPN [Cra20]. vs [CL11, For07, Hel20b, Leh03, NN05], NN18e, NN20b, O’H06k, See03, Woo04]. Vulnerable [Sta05e].

W [O’H06q, Tho05]. Wadkins [Sta07j]. Wainwright [Jaf06], Waldo [GDWC20]. Walk [BY22], Wallingford [Sta06n], Walls [Wd06]. Walmart [Ham14]. Wang [Hen08, Las06]. Want [KTS+04, Ros04a]. Wanted [Sta05d]. Wanton [NN11e]. Wants [KTS+04]. WAPI [Ano04i]. War [Kam11b]. ware [Sta05a]. Warm [Sta05c]. Warrior} [Mar04b, PC04]. Was [Kam14a, Ras04a, BLA21]. Watch [Ano03d]. Watchdogs [NN18e]. Waterfall [LN04, MSNL04]. Watson [NN12b]. Watt [Mac03a]. Wattenberg [Ano10]. Way [Ano20a, MK14, BLA21, Kam21a, Bel08]. Wayne [Bro03]. Ways [FPWM09, Lim17a, Mat17a]. Weasel [Sta07a]. Web [Bal09, BLA21, Dwy08]. Paq06, Ram08, Sta07u, Wal07, Eng05, Ano03i, Ano12b, AHMT03, Box05, Bur03, CL11, Ebe05, GBM15, Ing07, JWC08, Ker14, Kil08a, KR03, Kum05, Mat13, NN07f, Pas04, Sav15, SSS06, Ses04, Sou08, Sta04b, Sta05i, Sta06e, TR03, Vin03, YRZB16, Zel07, vd15]. Weber [Sch04b]. WebFountain [Ano03]. WebRTC [BLA21]. Website
[Hin08, HP08]. WEBVACs [Wan15]. Week [Mat17e]. Wellings [Wol08]. Wells [Par06, Kir04]. Wenke [Hen08]. Went [Kam21c]. Were [GRA+14, Leh03]. Werner [Kil20, O’H06v]. Wesley [Bel08, Edw05, Hac06, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Ls06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06l, Sta06k, Tom06]. Westgate [Lec07]. Wheel [Kam13a]. Where [Ano04i, Ano20a, BLK15, Dec04, NN08b, Fra20c]. whether [CB23]. which [For07]. While [NIH01, RCF+21]. whining [Pat05]. Werner [Kil20, O’H06v]. Wesley [Bel08, Cha05a, Edw05, Hin08, Hor03, Jov06, Kar05, Ls06, Mar05a, Men04, Par07, Pos04, Spi07, Sta06l, Sta06k, Tom06]. Worlds [Wol08]. Worm [Bla14]. Worst [NN19d]. Would [Coa03c, KB04e, Mat16d, Kam21b]. WPF [Nau08b, Mac08]. Write [Hel19c, See04]. Writing [HOSC16, NN18f, Pat04, Spi03]. Wrong [CJWG11, Kam10, Kam21c, Lim16b].

X [Bha07a, Fox08, Jaf06, Kil04, Sta05j, Sta06m, Tom05]. Xen [Fox08, Chi08]. XML [Cha05b, Bur03, Hel17b, SM05b, TR03, WG08, Zhu04]. XP {Mer04, SR03}. XSS [NN05i].

Y2K [Sta07q]. Year [Sta07q, Cra20]. Years [Gra08a]. You [Yoo]. York [Bha07b, Hen08, Whi08]. Yoshiteru [Gro04p]. Yourdan [Wie03]. You’re [Ano04i, Kam10, CB23]. Yours [Gro04i].
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